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North Shore friends Sema Musson and
Hester Leung co-wrote a children’s book and
guide for young girls – Being Brave.

After a year of hard work, and feedback
from family, friends and colleagues, Being
Brave was published. A touching story of
two best friends embarking on an Australian
adventure, which the authors consider as
much a guide for young girls as a novel.
“We certainly do lots of writing at work in
our careers, but the opportunity to work on
something that was meaningful, and would
add value to the girls in our lives, was too
important… It really was a passion project for
us,” Sema continues.
Some of the common themes in the novel,
like self-doubt and self-esteem, washed over
the first-time authors themselves throughout
the daunting writing and publishing process.
“It’s made me reflect, definitely,” Sema
Two North Shore mums have fulfilled a long-held
nods. “I’ve still got that little voice that tells
dream to publish their own children’s book, and
me I can’t do that, or I’m not good enough,
in doing so are helping young girls manage their
and we just need to find ways to not let that
become overwhelming or allow it to hold
anxieties and insecurities.
us back from achieving what we’d love to
By Joe McDonough
achieve.”
You can hear the pride in their voices
knowing they’ve now written something
empowering for their daughters.
ester Leung and Sema Musson’s daughters became
“They’re our best cheerleaders, so they love the book,”
friends at a Northbridge preschool, and naturally the
Hester smiles.
two women grew close too.
“What did inspire some of the characters and their speech
So close in fact, over their weekly catch-ups at the girls’
patterns was watching the kids interact. So, in the book we
gymnastics classes on Saturdays they decided to write a
tried to write in their voices, how they would talk to each other.
children’s novel together.
“There would be emails and messages from one character
The corporate high-flyers didn’t have a lot of time to spare,
to another, and we hope that helps the young readers relate to
juggling demanding careers in the financial sector with young
some of the messaging that we’ve got in there.”
families, but extended those Saturday meet-ups and slaved
Sema nods. “Our characters have normal conversations
away over countless coffees at Oliver Brown in Crows Nest, as
that you’d see children have with each other at school, on the
well as collaborating online, to achieve their goal.
phone, or via text,” she adds.
While one driving factor was the personal challenge, the
“What it does for the reader is really normalise that we
other motivation was to create something that would make a
all have this tiny voice in our head, and it never really goes
tangible difference in people’s lives.
away, that tells us we can’t do that, or that person’s better at
“At the heart of it we really wanted to share the tools and
something than us, or if we ask a question we’ll look stupid.
things that helped us growing up, as well as the things that we
“By knowing that’s normal and it’s with everyone always,
see help our daughters and other young girls in our lives – to
it kind of allows us to connect with the reader and talk about
be confident, courageous and brave,” Sema shares with North
how we can manage these things around self-doubt and selfShore Living.
esteem, and navigate challenging situations.”

Novelists navigating
childhood challenges
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